
Kevin Curtis Durkin

My medium is interesting, as I don’t see myself  as an artist in the 
typical sense. What I do however, is design scenes, either through 
construction or lighting, and attempt to recreate them onstage. 
When I have a creative block, I call a friend of  mine, and we 
discuss the problem I am having and he comes up with a solu-
tion that either works, or allows me to think of  it from a unique 
angle. In my line of  work, there’s no time for a block, so pooling 
resources and working communally helps to aleve that. 
My favorite project was the 2013 production of  All My Sons by 
the York College of  Pennsylvania Theatre Department. That 
show was a turning point for me, and will always be my favorite.

Rachel Snyder

I also have a studio of  students who sing and act; I really 
enjoy preparing them for auditions and the groups they 
perform with. I write plays.  Some are full length and 
some are in ten and twenty minute format. I believe the 
Arts are the most natural and healthy method of  recog-
nizing our humanity and expressing ourselves.  Acknowl-
edging our lives and sharing our experiences is essential 
to the human experience. Keep working. Neil Simon 
once said that his success could be attributed to the fact 
that he was willing to tough it out, even when it was 
incredibly difficult.  I agree.



My work is very often campy, or cheeky you might say. Most 
of  it can be slightly creepy, or even erotic, even if  it’s sub-
tle. For years I’d drawn my favorite characters from movies, 
books, and television, animals (both real and imaginary), as 
well as people around me. Now, I’ve expanded on that pas-
sion I had as a child and teen. I’m creating characters and 
environments of  my own, and as an illustrator, and engaging 
my audience in a narrative. There’s nothing I’d rather be do-
ing! Sometimes, when I have a block, I have to put the pencil 
down and occupy myself  with something else. I can always 
carry myself  successfully through commissions and school-
work, but it’s a bit harder to overcome when I’m working on 
a personal piece. I keep running out of  time to do work that’s 
strictly for myself  these days.

Megan Dvorak

I make my art to bring other people happiness. 
There’s no greater joy to me than creating some-
thing that can make someone else smile or forget 
their problems for even just a minute. I became an 
artist by accident. I just knew I liked creating and 
never wasn’t which eventually lead to one art class 
and then another, etc. 
When I have a block, I freak out, and then I take a 
second to remember that every artist goes through 
this and it’s not just me. That’s an easy thing to for-
get. Then I just try to draw anything and everything 
I may think that it’s awful but it’s important to keep 
working through it and eventually I’ll find some-
thing that inspires me again.

Alexandra Clouspy


